Covenant of Mayors as a way for the small cities to attract funding

Experience of the city of Zhovkva (Ukraine)
Zhovkva as a member of CoM

Membership from 7/12/2012

SEAP – 27/02/2014

Energy Days – 2013, 2014
Zhovkva – a small «ideal city» in Western Ukraine

District center of Lviv Region

13,4 thsd inhabitants

764 hectares

23 km to Lviv

33 km to Ukrainian-Polish border
1. St. Lawrence church (1606)
2. Castle (1595)
3. Heart of Christ Church (1612)
4. Holy Trinity Church (1720)
5. Synagogue (1699)
6. City fortification (кін. XVI поч. XVII)
7. Market square (кін. XVI поч. XVII)
8. Nativity of the Virgin church (1705)

Historical planning kept
SUDeP as a chance
Project 1: Implementation of the first phase of the modernisation of the municipal boiler plant and the district heated with it financed by the EU under SUDeP
### General information

Budget: $860,000$ euro  
Grant: $688,000$ euro  
Co-finance: $172,000$ euro

Contracting Authority: European Union, represented by the European Commission  
Programm: SUDeP  
Coordinator: Zhovkva Town Council  
Grant Contract: ENPI/2014/342-300

Planned Activities
- Modernisation of kindergarden  
- Modernisation of boiler plant  
- Replacement of the heating network of the boiler  
- Information activities
The boiler plant
Expectative outputs
Kindergarten
Kindergarten
Expectative outputs
Project 2: Municipal partnership of Sambir and Zhovkva financed by EU under SUDeP
General information

**Budget:** 870 000 euro
**Grant:** 696 000 euro
**Co-finance:** 174 000 euro

Contracting Authority: European Union, represented be the European Commission
Programm: SUDeP
Coordinator: Fund Eastern Europe
Beneficiaries: Zhovkva and Sambir Town Councils

Planned Activities
- Modernisation of central lighting system in Sambir
- Modernisation of boiler plant and ОБЄДНАННЯ of the hearting networks central hearting system in Zhovkva
- Information activities
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